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Venomous Vidal and. 	6  

the Israeli lobby 

  
 

Columnist Ben Wallenberg opened 
these pages last each to the national 
Mating contestetween novelist-gadfly 
Gen Vidal and columnist-activist 
Norman Podhorets. 

On FrIday's Neu-Post editorid page, 
Wadeable, tesMuted bimetal Into the 
quarrel. taking lieu with VIdars 
tharaMetintlen of Podboretz as "a 
stooge-  for lured leaky. Wattenberg 
was right: Vidal Is "Vicious." 

Although "Mahe Is the word that 
comes to my mind when attempting to 
depkt the onellat'a public statements 
about his literary colleagues and com-
petitor. Rio sheeting feud with fellow 
Dolman Norman Mailer led to a (imam 
punch out; Mailer landed all the blon 
that counted. Boon was a factor In the 
brief • 

' The exact origin of the Podhoreto. 
Vidal affair probably item, from their 
firm encounter; their enmity In no new 
thing. Mach of the present national 
nastmeas could have been avoided if 
Norman Podhorets would have been 

,rained in the South. where earn on 
tyoung • children Wars about aroltdi 
molests with sininka. Beene& they both 
crusts the :sane Manhattan literere 
salons and Woods, Podboreta must 
certainly hem some understanding of 

;Moors flawed character. 
Whatever rattled the novelist's easily 

upset teacups, Vidal took poisoned pen 
to Podhoretz end his wife In The Nelda, 
a maga-One that exists in relative 
atonally to serve one segment of the 
country's self-anointed Intellectuals 

venomoua remarks would 
' have received their well deserved 

instant burial, except Podhoretu felt 
impelled to reply In his syndicated 
column. Of course newspapers IC TOU 
the money had to print the novelist's 
original piece so their readers would 
know why columnist Podhoretz wag so 
bopping mad. Ben Wittenberg was only 
one among a somber of writers socked 

. into the bailie, Mint a pay' 
Of course, Vldel's remarks were anti-

Semitic! Meow Poditorela u Jewish. 
r If his terser were Malian. the novelist 
' would almost certainly link him to the 

Mafia, This Is standard ow-Slow tactics 
. from bitchy lighten. 

Furthermore. everything about Cure 
Vidal reeks of Intolerance for anyone not 
born to his peculiar circumstances: rich 
and spoiled and very Social Register_ 
Nothing about the man suggests he has 
any undemanding for what passes as 
tiormaitty in his fellow Americans. This 
is the Oasis on which he should have 
been answered; or better yet — ignored. 

Mond, Podhoretz descended td_the,_ 
low basal of Vidalia attack. His one two 
on tem rimiest. Re 4:ancestral:Id on 
Mewling bland! ageloat the "stooge" - 
charge. 	 ' 	• 

Wallenberg expanded the Importance 
of the Vidal ritaiirks and compounded 
further Podborets' mistake by 
stiamptMe to Sepal the Israeli lobby na 
no maws nIdegiScant than any other• 
poop of ethnic Americans. Hogwash' 
Ask at-Sen. Charles Perri- • 	'" 

Better yet. ask Minnesota Sen. Rudy - 
Boschwhi_ luting the recent Capitol • 
Hal debate over selling arms to the 
SI Y13.11, Eloscliwits-  tracked around 
among his Woo lesialetors the moat, 
who bragged he spent a cool Pi million 
detest Percy. As chairman of the ,  
foreign relations committee, the former 
Minot' senator failed to receive 100 on 
the Zionist report card. 

Whether tree or not, Boschwttx *ought 
to intermit upon his colleague, — with 

elm this country has men. In the past 
eentury, railroads and hank' bought and 
mid our lagislaires and on a regular 
hula, but behind closed deora'At the 
first hint of publicity. Mom earlier 
lobbyists want into biding. . 

Net the laratil lobby: they believe In 
flaunting their power. They steamroller 
opponents with smears that are them. i 
selves in violation of Jewish traditne 
and teachings. Anyone who questions 
their methods must be anti-Semitic,' 
they scream. 

Sot Charles McC. Mathias earned 
their undying enmity when. in his 
gentle, intellectual way, he wrote a 
magazine articleexpresaing a quandary 
over the disproportionate influence 
exercised by "ethnic lobbies." Israel 
was not mentioned. nor was "Jewish." 
The article appeared shortly after Ma ; 
Last election, In ISM_ 

to February last year, the Baltimore 
Sun reported Maryland Mitalm poop.' 
announced opposItioo to inedioction 
erietu by the suite's senior U.S. Sass. 
tor; they cite.Lai. iiece: 
1 bow 1 le 	• 

this 

stories. theiallpealett 
had singled eat no masalSinthnic group. 
It made so• ggfersom be thp Israeli 
lobbyists: they vowed to light the dl,-
tingulshed legislator whom they had I 
supported before. 

a factor in Menne Menton not to run 
again? I don't know; I never caked him. 

Haw much we. the Lona oppoeitlon 

But he and Charles Percy were close; 
they belonged to the moderate Repub. 
Lion wing. They served on the foreign 
relations committee together. Mathias I 
must have known about Boachwitz' I 
"milbon-dollar man" and We 

Does tartans Mow facts mare me 
"antl•SemitleT" Certainly, In some 
people's eyes. But reality must be 
spelled out, that is my lob. Attention 
must be celled to aberration in our 
democratic system. 

By going too far, Podhorets and 
Wittenberg made weesuary my entry 
Into what should have been haft to the 
private confines of their literary circles. 
I could not let stand belf•trestot about dm 
reach and Impact of the Bradt lobby, 
not in this newspaper. Not in the 
hometown of Charles MeC. Manna. 

la addition, I am pancerned for people 
whom I lore. America* Jews will suffer 
when the inevitable reaction seta in to 
the abuse of influence by the Israeli 
lobby. In this country, power moves In 
cycles: Go element remains on tap all 
the time. 	 ----- — 

Finally, I do not believe Gore Vidal ha 
i'troe aetl,WmHe That would require 
him to take a pttstl ss. Ms doliglas in his 
perversity. Mein a sew persecution of 
Pews, the nova* would probably go amt 
end bay a atm of Maria and wear it In 
the streets. At the may least, he would 
tarn kb bitchteen Ione tei the perm- 
toting regime. 	?' 	• 	 • 

	

Gore Vidal am 	'neo.Nail storm 
trooper? The Uniform colors would 
almost certainly cloak with Ma cam- 
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